
USCC 2023 Board Nomination Additional Information, John Niedecken

Page 2 Member Type: Form did not have a box to check but I would be a Compost Producer Member.

Page 2, Interest in the USCC:

There are several reasons why I would now like to run for the board of the USCC:
-One of the major reasons why I am now interested in running for the board is that I feel like I
have something to offer as I have been in and around this industry for nearly a decade.  In the
past, others in my organization have participated at the board level so I could have exposure to
the issues and collective thoughts of their experiences but was not serving.  I am at a point now
where I would like to do my part and be part of offering solutions to issues as a future is cast
from the USCC.

-I see the winds of legislation, public perception and multiple other influences starting to really
take notice of what is going on around them.  This seems to be slowly awakening people to the
idea that there are actual sustainable things that can be done to benefit in so many ways.  The
biggest winner in this is the environmental impact that our life has on this planet and how we can
better manage that.  As people begin to wake up to these facts, I feel like the USCC can be an
important tool in bringing sides together to find that successful path for all sides.  I think I owe it
to the industry to formally be part of that solution and being on the board would be just that.

-Lastly, I see value in learning what is going on as a collective of composters big and small from
all parts of the country as they work together for the good of the industry.  I have seen this over
and over and am wanting to be a part of that as I have benefited from it previously and am now
ready to do my part in continuing to put time and effort into something for the greater good.

Page 2, Professional Profile:

I began in this industry in the early 2010s with New Earth Soil and Compost.  I was previously
with the same family that owned New Earth but another business unit which fed into their
composting operations.
In my time at New Earth, I have held the following roles:
-Business Analyst
-VP of Administration & Analytics
-COO
Each role has had its own challenges, wins and specific things to figure out but leading people at
each position I have held had been one of the most rewarding things of my career.  I am very
active in all facets of the business, and you can find me on a forklift at one of our three sites just
as much as you can find me in the office.  My roles have given me vision and influence on
virtually every part of our company and have given me a huge understanding of this industry and
all it entails.
Along with my time at New Earth, I have been involved with compostable(s) field testing
through the CMA (Compost Manufactures Alliance) as New Earth was a principal partner in its
creation.



From an education standpoint:
-Undergraduate at Texas A&M University, BS, Animal Science, Beef Cattle Production, 2001
-Postgraduate at Texas Christian University, Ranch Management, 2002
-Masters at Texas Tech University, MBA, 2013

Page 3, Recommended Qualification Areas:

The form would not allow me to click all three but all three would apply.

Page 3, Membership Activates:

I am currently serving on the USCC Annual Conference Educational Program Planning Committee.
I have been more in the background supporting others in their roles for the majority of my career and not
out in the actual seat.  With organizations like Texas Nursery & landscape Association (TNLA) or State of
Texas Alliance for Recycling (STAR) I am regularly involved in conversations with my direct reports
who hold positions in these organizations.  So, while I may not have been in an actual position of
leadership I would be asked to participate in things or support them on some level. At the company level
we are members in numerous organizations USCC, TNLA, STAR & Soil and Mulch Council.

Page 3, Potential Conflicts of interest:

Prior relationships with USCC Board Members: include
-Bob Yost and I have worked together on issues in the past.
-Brian Fleury (Work at WeCare Denali together, but Brian is leaving the Board as he is termed
out after 2021).
WeCare Denali is a minority owner in the Compost Manufacturing Alliance (CMA) along with
other companies that currently have representatives that serve on the USCC Board of Directors.

Page 3, Committee Interest:

Legislative and Environmental Affairs- I don’t think we can underestimate the importance of
getting our message to those policy makers who seldom understand the gravity of the policies
they enact.  We see time and again the unintended consequences of great ideas that lack the
practical knowledge of how policy decisions will impact the entire cycle of manufacturer,
consumer, disposal, composter and the consumer again.
This is also a message that needs to be carried to the composter and educating them what posed
legislation is out there and then further what political figures support our cause and which are
less receptive.

State Chapter Advisory- This to me is critical as part of the overall growth of USCC and the impact it can

have.  A strong state chapter that is advancing a unified and clear vision from the national level can only

serve to compound its strength at the local level.  This is a two-way street of course as a local stat

chapter can serve to strengthen the national body with what the real issues are and who boots on the

ground composters are dealing with in their respective areas.



Page 4, Vision and Objectives:

-Political Candidates Screening:  While I am sure you can’t get into things on a local level, I do
think it would be worth understanding what political candidates are more or less friendly to
composters.  We see this across multiple other trade organizations who educate their members on
how candidates feel about their issues.  I am not suggesting the USCC get out in the business of
formally endorsing candidate A over B but I think Q&A or some other neutral method can be
presented to candidates and relayed back to membership.

-Equipment Standards:  USCC puts on a demo day which is great and allows for folks to see new
equipment run, speak to vendors and generally see things they might not have exposure to.  I see
a value in also taking this a step further and independently determining what other information
could be shared with producers about common pieces of equipment.  For example, if you had
three different loaders of X size be it a Volvo, Cat and John Deere then you could do some basic
testing to determine how much fuel is burned per hour, speed, capacity and a couple other things
and then lay that out relative to cost.  I would look at this in practical situations of course and not
just jumping in a loader for 10 minutes.  The hope when this is all done is that you could have a
guidebook for composters to help accurately determine cost and then also have a better
comparison between models of machines.  Yes, each manufacturer will have a spec or umber
they will attach to these metrics, but they are not real-world test that apply to our applications.
This could get a bit sticky with vendors big picture, but I do think this could be navigated as they
each have their place in our industry, and they are also very localized as brand X may have a
much better service department over brand Y in a certain area and that is what drives a buying
decision more than cost, fuel, maintenance, capacity, or other metrics.

-I know this is much more on the local level but I can’t help but think there is opportunity to
educate a greater number of folks on the benefits of compost in soil and especially as it relates to
water conservation.  Now more than ever that should be on the top of folks list given the
widespread drought and the multiple municipalities that should be looking into ways to use less
water.  Compost can be part of that solution in a variety of instances, but we need to sort how to
best get that message out there.


